Return of suspended Yellow bays.

TKT Access to Internal areas to be by Trust permits.

FM Lift usage will be joint use for Materials and Personnel to an agreed procedure until SSR closure 22/04/16.

Visual Asbestos surveys and TKT intrusive surveys. Installation of scaffold and scaffold fans. Removal of BMUs

Energy Centre access to be agreed. Initial activities will include marking up redundant services and surveys

Continuation of investigations and surveys to South Service Road. Installation of H/L containment for services diversions. RICH HV Diversion

Artwork to Hoarding, Investigation works and fitout and occupation of initial site cabins and welfare accommodation

Fitout and externals to FCP Accommodation

Carparking for Cancer Care Patients. Managed by the Trust

Return of suspended Yellow bays.
Hand-over of FCP Accommodation (May 2016)

Hoarding line for area in front of FCP Building and all around Jubilee for Main Scheme demolitions from 11th April 2016 (parking bays permanently suspended and access closed) for formation of cross-overs

Survey and decommissioning works to the top of TKT (above L15 plus L1 & L2). Erection of protective scaffolding and walkways. Erection of TC1 to top of TKT. FM Lift usage will be joint use for Materials and Personnel to an agreed procedure until SSR Closure (22/04/16).

Energy Centre access to be agreed. Initial activities will include marking up redundant services and surveys. Summer shutdown of Boilers will include connections for MTHW

Return of suspended Yellow bays.

Closure of South Service Road for infrastructure works (22/04/16)

Continuation of Hoarding Investigations and occupation of initial site cabins and welfare accommodation

Progressive release of the current Buildings within the Stage 1 Area. Once handed over on the dates below Asbestos surveys, strip-out and demolition will progress. (NB. Based on current Trust advised possession dates)

Post Room & HQ 22/04/16
Estates (OH) 20/06/16
Stephen Rali 27/06/16
Jubilee Building 05/05/16
Nuclear Medicine 09/08/16
Latilla Building 02/08/16
Latilla Annexe 02/08/16

Closure of South Service Road for infrastructure works (22/04/16)